As a fast growing ScaleUp we are expanding our Team with a

**JUNIOR FRONTEND DEVELOPER (ALL GENDERS)**

smaXtec is an innovative high-tech company that makes an important contribution to animal health as well as to the economic and ecological success of dairy farms with its unique and comprehensive health monitoring system for cows. The data, which is collected and analyzed in real time worldwide, helps farms optimize animal welfare and reduce the burden on farmers. In this way smaXtec contributes significantly to a profitable and sustainable dairy industry.

**YOUR TASKS**

- Programming and Development activities with **modern technologies** for the Web (React, JavaScript, TypeScript)
- **App Development** with React Native for iOS and Android
- **API Services**: Rest APIs (Python, Flask)
- **Tooling**: Git, GitLab, pipelines, Docker, Node
- **Developing projects with your team**

**YOUR PROFILE**

- You have a **completed technical education** (HTL, Telematics, Computer Science, Software Development...) and bring **interest in Frontend Development**.
- You love to **perfectly match the UI** to the use case, **UX is not just an empty shell** for you.
- You bring a high degree of initiative and the will to contribute and implement your own ideas.
- You like to work in a **modern technical environment** in which you select the appropriate technologies and tools to achieve solutions yourself.
- You bring **excellent technical understanding** and **organizational talent** as well as very good English and/or German language skills.

**OUR OFFER**

- You benefit from the **dynamics and freedom of a Scale-Up**, focus on a premium product and you are part of a company in its exciting growth phase.
- Our **office near the historic old town of Graz with many restaurants nearby** offers space over 3 floors to creatively work together, develop and implement ideas.
- A great deal of **creative freedom** combined with the opportunity to work with a high level of self-responsibility, **flexible working hours** and the possibility to partly work from your **home office**.
- We offer an annual gross salary of at least **EUR 36,000,00 with the explicit willingness to overpay**, depending on your qualifications and professional experience.

**APPLY NOW & JOIN OUR TEAM!**